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INTRODUCTION 
 

The evolution of contemporary societies underlines the fact that 
although measures and interventions of institutions specialized in social 
control against delinquency and crime have intensified, a multiplication of 
economic and bank financial crime can be noticed in many countries. This 
represents a social problem whose means of expression and settlement 
interests both social control factors (police, justice, administration) and, 
public opinion. 

  
MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 
Tax heavens are territories that offer a large variety of tax 

advantages to offshore companies registered in these territories. An offshore 
company may be run under favorable tax conditions only when registered in 
a tax heaven. Of course the company must be run outside the territory where 
it is registered. Tax heavens are countries or territories where natural 
persons or legal corporate bodies that have settled there benefit from a 
privileged regime, either because they are tax – free, or because they pay 
taxes on income or benefits lower than the ones they pay in their country. 
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                                       RESULTS AND DISCUTIONS 

 
SOME COUNTRIES CONSIDERED TAX HEAVENS 

 
The Netherlands Antilles  
Authorities governing the four islands of the Netherlands/Dutch 

Antilles have passed the offshore legislation according to which passive 
income taxes derived by local competent companies are decreased with 90 
percent. Each year, approximately 3.600 billion of foreign companies’ 
currencies are run through the Dutch Antilles and the Netherlands. 
 

Cyprus 
With a legislation greatly influenced by the British law, Cyprus is a 

real heaven in terms of taxation, especially for the non-residents: foreign 
employees pay taxes for only half of their income and, local companies’ 
employees settled abroad do not pay income taxes as long as they keep their 
money in Cypriote banks. Permanent residents pay only a 5% tax on income 
exceeding 2000 in national currency and, a 20% tax on capital growth 
resulting from real estate transactions. Value Added Tax equals only 8 
percent. Current benefits of companies are taxed progressively but 
reasonably. Offshore companies rightfully Cypriote and local 
establishments of some foreign collective entities benefit from an extremely 
favorable tax regime. This is the reason why the number of offshore 
companies registered in Cyprus is extremely large. 
 

Switzerland 
Foreigners that become residents of this country may find here the 

tax heaven they have dreamed of. This happens after they have previously 
negotiated the income to be taxed in the administrative canton they intend to 
live in. Generally, the income that is going to be taxed is 5 times the sum 
paid to rent a place to live. European commission has been fighting for 
some time now against the taxation system in Switzerland claiming that tax 
exemption granted to companies that settle their headquarters here are 
actually illegal state grants that have to be eliminated. According to Swiss 
officials, this policy of taxation applied to foreign companies brings 
approximately 2.39 billion dollars to economy every year. 
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Liechtenstein 
The small principality has stubbornly been defending any banking 

secret ever since 1926. Liechtenstein is one of the “oldest” tax heavens in 
the world. Great Britain, Belgium and Luxembourg royalty are among those 
who appreciate the professionalism and privacy offered by financial 
institutions of the Principality. Lichtenstein is being governed by the same 
aristocratic family for the last 800 years and the little country is famous for 
the best private banking services in the world. Thus the principality acts like 
a magnet for those with thick wallets. There are no taxes, for the majority of 
the companies or properties belonging to foreigners. 
 

Cayman Islands 
Cayman Islands, a territory belonging to Great Britain, are one of the 

most famous tax heavens. Zero taxes for foreign companies or residents. 40 
of the world’s greatest banks are located here. 
 

Panama 
Some call it “Latin America’s Switzerland” but the republic’s 

inhabitants strongly state that standards of living are higher in their country 
than in Switzerland. Panama offers a strong financial infrastructure and both 
foreign residents and corporations enjoy tax freedom. Furthermore, the 
administrative and living costs are minimum. 
 

Gibraltar 
In order to become a permanent resident of this region, all you need 

are two letters of recommendation according to which the government 
considers you worthy of the new status. Individuals pay taxes only for the 
first 90,000 dollars of the entire income, fact that represents 56,000 dollars, 
irrespective of the sum in the account. Companies are actually tax – free as 
long as they do not run activities here. Although Gibraltar is actually located 
in Spain, the region is in fact an independent British tax heaven. 
                                                                            

CONCLUSIONS 
 

Advantages offered by tax heavens: 
A. Advantages offered to natural persons: zero or low taxation. 
B. Advantages offered to legal corporate bodies: 
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- In certain countries, income is taxed the very following year, 
taxation is calculated for all domestic and foreign benefits. This fact 
allows companies that run subsidiaries abroad to delay taxation 
subordinated to benefits repatriation.  

- These countries are often used to trade patents, brands and 
manufacturing procedures, things that are considered incorporated 
goods; 

- Using a tax heaven may facilitate elaboration and putting into 
circulation of commercial documentation, justifying abiding to 
commercial regulations; 

- Achieved investments do not trigger taxes plus values in the case of 
endorsement; 

- Convertible currency accounts and banking privacy may ease 
managers’ duties during currency fluctuation period and interests 
income taxes; 

- Setting up a subsidiary in such a country allows greater subtlety and 
increased discretion of management; 

- A subsidiary set up in such a country may be used by a company as a  
purchase point for its own goods that are to be resold abroad, taking 
advantage of the gained draws, without losing the sales benefits; 

- Setting up a subsidiary in a tax heaven allows purchasing raw 
material on the local market price, leading to non – taxable gains; 

- Multinational companies interested in becoming their own insurer, 
set up captive insurance companies, due to high prices of insurances 
as well as of uninsurable character of some of their activities. 
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